SCALING BOLD CLIMATE INNOVATIONS

2021-2023 Inaugural Cohort

17 Fellows
16 Organizations
300+ Community Solutions Harvested
25 Prototypes
7 Scaled Climate Solutions
350+ Participating Organizations
$3m+ in funding activated

PILOT: AGENCY- frontline-led think-tank advising on strategic policies at the intersections of Just Transition; community development, and environmental justice. Currently advising 12 - 18 cities on how to integrate community groups in a winning strategy for equitable governance at the municipal level to federal level.

Scaling Up

Scaling Out

Scaling Deep

PROTOTYPE: TERANGA EXPERIENCE - Climate Justice Group Experiences to Senegal with EJ organizations to uncover the sources of Black burnout with staff and leaders alike; build stronger connections across the African Diaspora; and expose Black Leaders to ancestral ways of coping and gratitude.

PROTOTYPE: MAKING WAVES 2 Summit and Multi-Island Amut Ceremonies, convening 150+ local to global leaders in traditional CHamoru ceremony to co-develop a People’s Declaration for Peace and Unity in the Pacific, presented at UN COP 28. Amut Walks across 4 of the Mariana Islands to promote Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Intergenerational Unity.

For more impact and learning, visit: https://www.tishmancenter.org/ejfellowship